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ABSTRACT. The technology of obtaining network resources is of great significance for the
intelligence research fields such as policy research, public opinion analysis and news
briefing push. But the government sites, think tank research sites, and business news sites
are often different from personal websites, reflecting a more stringent and complicated
data organization layout. Their source codes are more detailed and updated in the
website maintenance, along with those frequently occurring website redesign phenomena,
the web information extraction task for crawler technology is now facing great challenges.
Self-adaptive crawlers based on comprehension of webpage HTML understanding can
adaptively adjust crawler logic and rules according to environmental changes and
improve resource acquisition efficiency. This paper illuminated the research contents and
development of software adaptability, web page source code representation, and crawler
source code representation, and pointed out the technical difficulties of self-adaptive
crawler research and the existing problems in related research. The purpose of this paper
is to provide ideas and suggestions for the subsequent research of self-adaptive crawler
generation and the improvement of adaptive crawler workflow from the perspective of
structured source code extraction and similarity calculation, combined with the analysis
of problems existing in adaptive crawler code generation research.
Keywords: Webpage Shift, HTML Source Comprehension, Generation of Self-Adaptive
Web Crawler

1. Introduction
Network resource has a great deal of valuable information such as scholarly

information and social information, which contain abundant explicit or tacit knowledge.
The surge of big data has accelerated the explosive growth of network resources, leading to
more diverse ways of classification, aggregation, organization, and display forms of
network resources, which has brought great challenges to the automatic network
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information collection and data mining technology.
In Internet application services, the technology of automatic collection and analysis of

network information generally refers to crawler technology. According to the general
process of crawler, crawler business can be divided into four stages:
"communication-download-analysis-warehousing". The existing open-source crawler
framework mainly focuses on network communication and web page download based on
the HTTP request, as well as automatic extraction and analysis of target data in web pages.
There are many problems in the existing research on crawler technology. Firstly, the
current research on extracting target data from web pages is mostly oriented to a single
context, which is difficult to adapt to complex and diverse crawler business scenarios.
Secondly, webpage shifting frequently occurs, which leads to the code failure of webpage
information extraction module, but there is little research on crawler technology aiming at
the change of webpage source code. Finally, the interruption of crawler service caused by
webpage shifting often requires a lot of human resources to repair. Self-adaptive crawler
technology can improve the stability and adaptive repairability of the crawler system.
However, the existing research lacks a summary of the characteristics of webpage source
code changes and ignores the relationship between webpage source code and crawler
adaptability. Therefore, starting from the self-adaptive crawler theories based on source
code understanding, this paper illustrated the present situation and existing problems of
related research from three aspects: self-adaptive system, webpage information extraction,
and crawler source code representation. This paper also introduced the technical difficulties
and existing problems of the self-adaptive crawler based on source code understanding,
intending to provide ideas and suggestions for highly automated webpage resource
acquisition.

2. Research status of self-adaptive crawlers
Crawlers can in a broad sense refer to automatic tools based on the understanding of

web page source code and network communication. They collect webpage information
based on the topological network composed of web page link nodes through certain
strategies. In a narrow sense, it can also refer to the web page information extraction
technology for a single web page.

The core of the self-adaptive crawler system is a service model based on depth
perception and automatic discrimination. By constructing intelligent tools to regularly
monitor the internal and external environment of crawler applications, the interaction and
collaborative calculation of web source code and crawler code are realized, and the
behavior logic and organization mode of crawlers are dynamically adjusted according to
web response, crawler log and self-change types, so that crawler applications can
continuously obtain web information when facing a new web environment [9]. In the
crawler running environment, there are often a large number of interactive information such
as web page response, crawler log, storage queue, etc. They construct the crawler's
supervision and feedback system on web page changes. But with the uncertain factors
brought by the dynamic environment, the traditional preset rules are difficult to handle all
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the problems faced by the self-adaptive crawler. Therefore, the logical rules of the crawler
should be adaptively adjusted according to the environmental changes to achieve better
robustness and provide stable service output. For the application of self-adaptive crawler, it
is defined as having the following three abilities: (1) Combining the crawler's perception
information of the webpage source code, extracting and abstracting features from the
webpage source code, and dynamically perceiving the changes of the webpage source code;
(2) According to the interactive data generated by crawler application, through knowledge
map and data mining technology, the source code change types are analyzed and deduced;
(3) To complete the adaptive decision adjustment in the changing webpage environment
through logical calculation, deductive reasoning, and planning model, along with
perceptual analysis and objective reasoning.
2.1 Research on software adaptability

Software self-adaptation or self-adaptive system have the same definition except for a
slight difference in emphasis: they all mean that the system can autonomously adjust its
behavior according to its perception of the external environment and internal system when
running, in order to effectively cope with the dynamically changing environment and
uncertain demands, thus enabling the system to have better flexibility, reliability, and
robustness [9]. The rule-based "condition-action" response mechanism is the simplest
reflection of that. With the classical cybernetics [11-13], modern cybernetics [14],
intelligent cybernetics [15] and other theories put forward, the adaptive software
architecture has also expanded. A series of adaptive system models based on feedback
control loops have come out. IBM put forward the famous adaptive MAPE-K ring theory,
which divides the adaptive process into four stages: monitoring, analysis, planning and
execution, and serves as an auxiliary knowledge base. The core of an adaptive system is to
construct adaptive strategies [16]. Based on the concept of the adaptive system, Wang Yang
et al. put forward a data-driven application adaptive method in the environment of
man-machine-object integration and advocated constructing a knowledge map with
presentation knowledge base and process decision base as the core through reasoning and
cognitive calculation such as process mining and pattern matching [18-19], so as to realize
scene-oriented adaptation and self-evolution. Zhang Mingyue [20] introduced the method
of association and combination between software adaptive task and machine learning
model algorithm from the perspective of machine learning. However, mature research and
application examples for adaptive software systems are rare, especially the research
combining natural language processing with deep learning methods is even rarer.

As for the research on the adaptability of crawler software, some papers [20-26] with
the title of self-adaptation have not provided the perspective of the self-adaptive system.
They still lingering at the research stage of putting forward the automatic implementation
method for realizing one certain part of crawler, such as automatic extraction of webpage
information or automatic downloading of webpages, etc. In addition, most of these studies
focus on the topic crawler, which mainly discusses the crawler's ability to judge the topic of
webpage content independently when collecting webpages. Therefore, the existing research
needs to learn from the core idea of the self-adaptive system and discuss the adaptive
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scenarios faced by crawlers.
2.2 Crawler research for web page changes

In the related research of crawler technology, the crawler research on webpage shift is
very few, but some methods of web page entity extraction research have some reference
value for this thesis.

Joseph[21] proposed an Xpath generation method from the perspective of subtree
matching for web page changes. Choudhary[22] studied the changes of web page source
code from the perspective of automatic testing of web applications and conducted
correlation research on the source code before and after the changes. Concerning the
invalidation of information extraction code caused by HTML page changes, Choudhary et
al. divided the unavailability of Xpath information extraction code into three types: 1) The
addition, deletion, and modification of DOM tree structure of web source code led to the no
selection or wrong selection; 2) Abnormal data content leads to invalid Xpath selection; 3)
Implicit changes that the client cannot find. Except that, other self-adaptive crawler
research studies how to automatically extract data when facing new web pages by
suggesting how to automatically generate wrappers or extract data, which is quite different
from the subject of this paper.

Entity extraction, also known as web Information Extraction (IE), was put forward by
VALTER et al. as early as 2004 [20-28], which is a process of extracting the target
information needed by users from semi-structured web data, reorganizing its form and
forming structured data. With the development of search engines, the demand for web
information collection and extraction technology is increasing. The technology now has
become one of the most important parts of crawler technology, alongside web
communication download technology. The development of machine learning and deep
learning also brings inspiration to automatic information extraction technology, and the
concepts of Wrapper Induction (WI) [29-31] and Vision-based Page Segmentation
(VIPS)[32,4] are derived from webpage information extraction. On the one hand, according
to the classification of target entities, information extraction methods for data features of
target entities are proposed, such as webpage date extraction method [36-38], text
extraction method [39-41], etc. On the other hand, web page information extraction takes
methodology as the starting point and focuses on heuristic rules-based methods, HTML
structural templates-based methods, statistics-based and machine learning-based methods,
and web page segmentation methods with machine vision empowerment [32-33].

In the research of webpage text extraction, most scholars abstract the text features of
the text in HTML source code, and combine the rule-based or machine-learning methods to
extract the text. Among them, Miao Lin [42] proposed a top-down text information
extraction method for Web pages, which is adaptive to a certain extent according to the
characteristics of each node, their text length, text link rate, and other data information,
rather than a specific Web page template. Lv Rongzheng [41] proposed a text extraction
method based on leaf node classification and calculation of the highest signal-to-noise ratio.
Pan Xinyu [40] proposed a text extraction method based on node path similarity of DOM
tree of web pages, and Liu Zhiqiang [43] proposed that the distribution of information to be
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extracted in web documents has the characteristics of order relationship, for example, the
key information of web news, such as title, date, source, and text, traversed in a different
order in DOM tree. Therefore, it is considered that the timing and strong modeling ability
of Hidden Markov Model(HMM) is suitable for the task of extracting key information from
web news.

Most of the research on date extraction transforms this task into a named entity
recognition task, which is mainly divided into two methods: rule-based method and
machine learning method, which is transformed into classification or sequence labeling
problem. As the time information in the web page can be divided into two categories as a
whole: the publication time of the report and the event time contained in the report [37].
The former is generally located below the news headlines and can be divided into absolute
time and relative time. Absolute time refers to the specific time when the report is
published. Relative time refers to the time expressed in natural language relative to the
current system. As for the research of date text and structural features of web pages, the
current research includes the textual features such as part of speech, position, grammar, and
the semantic role of date, and the boundary calculation of date and time based on machine
learning.

Although the automatic extraction method of webpage information based on machine
learning has made some progress, the mainstream and engineering methods still mainly
focus on Xpath path expression templates, like manually writing Xpath or CSS selectors
corresponding to target information in HTML according to website version to extract
information. Therefore, more methodologies have emerged in the research of an automatic
generation of Xpath. For example, Joseph[20] proposed the method of matching DOM tree
subtrees to automatically generate Xpath code; Due to the problem of Xpath writing in
automatic testing of Web applications, Maurizio[23] proposed a rule-based method for
generating XPath locators, Robula+; Oliver et al. [24] proposed a ranking mechanism based
on the degree of association between Xpath generated by rules and search terms. Wu
Gongqing [44], a domestic scholar, also studied Xpath, analyzed the source code of web
pages and its DOM tree structure, summarized the distribution characteristics of text
entities in the DOM tree, and proposed a method of extracting web page text to distinguish
noises.

In the research of crawler technology using machine learning or deep learning, some
scholars take advantage of the strong structural features of the HTML source code of
webpages and use graph theory in deep learning to express learning of webpage source
code. For example, Gogar[45] proposed a DCNN image classifier based on the
convolutional neural network(CNN), which combined with machine vision to extract
webpage information. Tan[6] proposed that the links in web pages should be constructed
into a network, and the hyperlink text features of phishing web pages should be extracted to
establish a random forest classifier for phishing detection. By comparing the classifiers
such as support vector machine and Naive Bayes, it was verified that the random forest
algorithm had the best effect in the graph model classification task.
2.3 Research on Source code representation
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In the aspect of semantic representation of code, the research on the representation of
program language carries out structured text processing through identifier processing, API
processing, and abstract syntax tree analysis on the one hand, and carries out semantic
representation of code based on machine learning algorithm on the other hand. For example,
combining vector space model to represent program language fragments and natural
language texts in the same semantic space, and then carrying out subsequent feature
extraction and similarity calculation for code recommendation task. Faced with the problem
that the semantic space of VSM is too sparse, some scholars express code fragments by
combining implicit semantic analysis and hidden Dirichlet distribution to enhance the
matching ability between natural language and programming language [46].

Code2vector method combines abstract syntax tree to represent code fragments. After
sampling the path of the abstract syntax tree of the source code, it is input as a sentence into
the depth model for representation. The method of code2seq[48] is similar to it, and its
main idea is to represent the code text through LSTM long-short memory network and
represent the code fragment by serialization vector. The word2API proposed by He Jiang et
al. [49] uses word embedding technology to jointly model phrases in natural language and
APIs in the programming language to solve the problem of word mismatch in the process
of cross-language matching. The model is verified by combining retrieval tasks, which has
some reference value for the research of modeling combining natural language and
programming language.

Up to now, word2vec, doc2vec, or LSTM-based sequential network models are mostly
used for code representation learning. However, the semantic representation methods of
these codes usually only use the shallow semantic features of the code but fail to combine
the strong structural features of the code itself, such as the association characteristics
including the interaction of methods, functions and variables in the code, and the
dependency call. Therefore, by constructing the graph model of the code, we can use the
network representation learning model in the research of the graph neural network(GNN) to
study the HTML source code of the webpage, the code of the crawler, Xpath and other
structural expressions.

In the aspect of network representation learning algorithm, Chen Bin [46] uses
multiple neighborhood masks to learn multiple node representations from different order
neighbors of nodes based on attention mechanism and adopts dynamic routing algorithm to
adaptively calculate the contribution of these initial representations to the final node
representation, thus obtaining the node representation aggregated by the two. Reference
[51-52] puts forward different improvement mechanisms in the network representation
learning method, among which PGE model uses node clustering to distribute deviation to
distinguish the neighbors of nodes, and uses neighbor-based biased sampling mechanism to
fuse more attribute information, which is 10 percentage points higher than the baseline
model of DeepWalk and 3 percentage points higher than GCN network. Reference [50]
puts forward a Graph-to-Graph algorithm for modeling the mapping relationship between
graph models.

Based on source code or code representation, many researchers have further explored
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the downstream machine learning tasks. In the aspect of similarity measurement, Liu
Wenbin [53] proposed a sentence alignment method based on multi-similarity fusion,
which fused three features, namely BLEU score, cosine similarity, and Manhattan distance,
for semantic representation. Liang Hongxiang [54] proposed a similar case
recommendation method based on network representation learning, which was applied to
the Text CNN model to complete the task of text classification.

3. Technical difficulties and existing problems of self-adaptive crawler generation
To deal with the crawler failure caused by website style revision in the process of

obtaining network resources, it is necessary to analyze the web source code and crawler
code in a structured way and process the deep semantics of the resources. Based on a deep
understanding of the two resources, the source code and crawler code, we can combine the
features of the source code to determine the error types of webpage shifting, thus
effectively guiding the adaptive generation of crawler code. There are two technical
difficulties involved:

(1) It is necessary to establish an adaptive perception and representation mechanism
for changes in the source code of web pages. To realize the self-adaptive perception ability
in the self-adaptive system, it is necessary to construct a representation model with
generalization ability to meet the measurement requirements of source code changes of
unknown web pages.

(2) It is necessary to build an effective code generation model. Transforming Xpath
code generation into the classification of nodes in HTML source code, and transforming
codes such as data analysis into code recommendation tasks depends on effective and
robust algorithm modeling.

However, the adaptability of web page information extraction technology researched
at home and abroad is not strong enough, and the research on self-adaptive crawlers often
ignores the characteristics of webpage source code changes, which brings some obstacles to
the subsequent code generation. Therefore, according to the existing problems in the
research of self-adaptive crawler technology, this section will introduce the advantages and
disadvantages of related technologies and their existing problems from three aspects:
source structured information processing, HTML tree structure similarity calculation, and
self-adaptive crawler code generation, trying to provide ideas and suggestions for the
follow-up research work.
3.1 Structured source code information extraction technology

The source code information is divided into web page structure information and
crawler code structure information. In the current research at home and abroad, there are
several types of web page information extraction methods: information extraction methods
based on wrappers and heuristic rules, extraction methods based on text features in web
pages [1-2], information extraction methods based on visual blocks [3-4], and extraction
methods based on statistics and machine learning. These methods have high accuracy for
specific types of webpage information extraction tasks, but when faced with complex and
diverse crawler business objectives, these methods facing a single context show poor
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adaptability and generalization ability, and cannot meet the requirements of highly
automated webpage information collection and analysis. Using more advanced network
representation learning methods and graph model node classification algorithms, deep
learning based on web source code and code network construction can better represent and
count the structure and semantic information of source code and lay a good foundation for
adaptive generation of crawler code. Therefore, this section will start from the network
representation learning and node classification algorithms, and then elaborate problems of
existing algorithms and suggestions for further research.

Network representation learning, also known as graph representation learning or graph
embedding algorithm, refers to a technology of representing the data in mesh or tree
structure and transforming it into vectors to be applied to downstream tasks. Usually, the
downstream tasks include the classification and clustering of subgraphs or nodes and the
mining of node paths in graphs. The core of the graph embedding algorithm is to capture
the relationship between nodes by traversing the nodes in the graph model and to transform
this topological structure into a mathematical expression, and then use skip-gram or
softmax model to build a probability model. Therefore, the emphasis of graph embedding
algorithm may include three aspects: semantic information of nodes, semantic information
of node relations, and traversal mode of topology. However, most of the existing researches
focus on the latter two, which largely ignores the rich semantic information contained in the
nodes and edges represented by attribute graphs, which is a major defect for natural
language processing applications.

Hou et al. proposed a graph representation learning framework "PGE", which
incorporated the attributes of nodes and edges into the graph embedding process. PGE uses
node clustering to distribute deviation to distinguish neighbors of nodes and uses multiple
data-driven matrices to aggregate attributes of neighbors sampled based on deviation
strategy.

FIGURE 1: PRINCIPLE OF NETWORK REPRESENTATION LEARNING MODEL.
Node classification and link prediction are the most common tasks in graph model

applications. The node classifier is designed to classify tags in HTML source code and take
the target fields obtained by crawlers as classification objects. For example, the target
objects of the classifier can be set as title tags, text tags, date tags, metadata tags, frame
structure tags, multimedia tags, advertisement tags, etc. Most researchers use traditional
machine learning classification methods, such as support vector machines (SVM), logistic
regression, and other probabilistic classification methods, to test the effectiveness of
network representation learning methods. However, the purpose of the research on
self-adaptive crawlers to classify element nodes is to lay the foundation for the subsequent
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task of identifying difference tags and matching and parsing code. The subject to be
classified is an element tag in the source code along with its attributes and text, which is
usually classified as a short text classification problem. On the other hand, considering that
the graph representation learning algorithm mentioned above can train the DOM tree vector,
the node classification algorithm in the graph neural network is more suitable for the
research task of this paper.

Semi-supervised learning for node-level classification usually refers to a single
network in which some of the specified nodes are labeled. GNN can learn a robust model
and efficiently identify the category labels of unlabeled nodes [14]. Before Xgboost was put
forward, the most famous tool of GBDT was Xgboost, which was a decision tree algorithm
based on the pre-ranking method. The basic idea of this decision tree algorithm is as
follows: firstly, all features are pre-sorted according to their numerical values; Secondly,
when traversing the segmentation points, we find the best segmentation point in features.
Finally, according to this segmentation point, we split the data into left and right sub-nodes,
and complete the task of node classification.

Existing network representation learning models mainly focus on the feature
representation of nodes. Most models represent the information of nodes, but ignore the
label information of nodes. Therefore we can combine DeepWalk with Max-Margin in
terms of the loss function as MMDW, while in training, it optimizes disambiguation and
representation at the same time to achieve better results. The main purpose of the PTE
model is to show the predicted information in the last embedding layer, but instead of
directly nesting a complex prediction model like CNN or RNN model, it defines three kinds
of networks, word-word, word-document, and word-label. Then it summarizes their loss
functions together, defines the empirical probability and the target probability to find KL
distance to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of network representation. TriDNR
models the correspondence between labels and words by maximizing the probability of a
sequence of words labeled with a specified category. Word2vec or Doc2Vec model learns
paragraph and document embedding through distributed memory and distributed word bag
model and extracts contextual features to characterize text paragraphs. As the HTML
documents in the research pages of this paper are a manually defined markup language,
except for the body of the HTML document, they have non-textual characteristics such as
conciseness, multiple abbreviations, and multiple symbols. Therefore, efficient algorithmic
models need to be explored in subsequent research so as to complete the learning of HTML
document structure features and text features of web pages as well as the classification and
prediction of tag nodes in HTML to support subsequent research work on adaptive crawler
code generation.
3.2 Similarity calculation of HTML tree structure

HTML tree structure, as the final display form of web page layout and style structure,
can approximate the similarity and difference of web page structure by similarity
calculation, thus improving the adaptability of web page parsing code and effectively
dealing with the code recommendation problem of crawler failure caused by webpage
shifting. Due to the limitation of the front-end template and framework of web pages, a
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website usually contains a limited number of web page styles, but the structure of web
pages varies widely among the massive Internet pages. Therefore, it is necessary to
effectively represent the structural features of web pages and adopt appropriate structural
similarity measurement methods.

The premise of effectively characterizing the structural features of web pages is to
simplify the source code structure. Reference [15] puts forward the concept of the same
structure and regards nodes with the same Xpath as the same structure as one of the features
of webpage information extraction. In the reference [28], the similarity of brother nodes is
also calculated to determine whether the group of brother nodes belong to the same target
data type. However, these studies start with horizontal sibling nodes with similar structures,
which contain more redundant information, so they cannot simplify the DOM tree structure
from a higher dimension, and improve the accuracy of semantic calculation of the source
code structure. Therefore, it is necessary to explore a more in-depth node concept to ensure
that the DOM tree can be characterized as a vector by using an algorithm model with higher
adaptability efficiently after the structure tree is constructed by the webpage source code,
and the similarity between two HTML trees can be measured by the existing similarity
measurement method.

Similarity measurement is a common method in document clustering and
classification. Some classical similarity measurement methods are listed below.

Euclidean distance is the most commonly used distance calculation formula, which
measures the absolute distance between points in multidimensional space. When the data is
dense and continuous, it is a good calculation method. Because the calculation is based on
the absolute values of the features of each dimension, Euclidean measurement needs to
ensure that the indicators of each dimension are at the same scale level. For example, in
KNN, features need to be normalized.

Levenshtein distance, also known as L's editing distance, refers to the minimum
number of editing operations required to change from one string to another between two
strings. Editing operations include addition, deletion, and modification, so generally
speaking, the smaller the Levenshtein distance, the greater the similarity between two
strings. Levenshtein distance is widely used in DNA analysis, pinyin error correction,
named entity extraction, entity co-referencing, etc.

KL divergence (Kullback-Leibler Divergence), also known as relative entropy, is used
to measure the difference between two probability distributions. In information theory, KL
divergence can effectively measure the difference between two probability mass
distributions, which has been widely used in informatics, statistics and physics [68]. KL
divergence can be extended and applied to the difference measurement of other objects,
such as vectors and matrices.

Cosine similarity is a measure of the distance between two vectors in mathematical
space. The cosine of the angle between two vectors is used to measure the difference
between individuals, and its calculation formula is as follows.
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(1)

Compared with distance measurement, cosine similarity pays more attention to the
difference between two vectors in the direction, rather than in the distance or length. Since
the source codes of web pages belong to the text collections with different styles and
different time tags in different websites, the web pages of different websites are quite
different in structure, and the texts with close time intervals are more similar. Therefore, it
is more appropriate to divide the data sets according to different websites and different time
nodes, and the cosine similarity value is used to measure the vectorized data of word2vec
and other models.
3.3 Self-adaptive crawler code generation

In chapter 2.3, the related technologies of crawler code representation have been
summarized. However, the technology of code representation is only the key premise of
self-adaptive crawler code generation, and more research work is needed to improve the
code generation and recommendation mechanism and complete the
"perception-decision-execution-evaluation" process to form a crawler system with adaptive
processing capability.

Through long-term observation in the project practice, it is found that frequent
webpage shifting events lead to the invalidation of webpage information extraction module
code in crawler code. Because the code of the entity extraction module is mainly Xpath or
CSS selector code, this part of the code reflects the location structure, text identification,
and other information of the target entity in the webpage source code, which is the direct
reflection of the target entity to be acquired by the crawler in the webpage source code.
Therefore, when the website source code changes due to webpage update and maintenance,
style revision, etc., the entity extraction module in the crawler code will be affected,
resulting in a stop of the crawler business process, which is manifested by the interruption
of the crawler thread and the failure to obtain target data. In a large-scale system platform,
the interruption of the crawler process often needs a lot of human resources to repair and
maintain, while the existing research seldom mentions the adaptive adjustment and
repairability of the crawler system. Through searching a large number of papers, it is found
that a small number of researches on "self-adaptive crawler" mainly focus on web page
relevance and crawler access path in topic crawler [6-8]. On the one hand, these studies try
to study from the angle of automatic webpage information extraction or automatic webpage
collection, ignoring the relationship between the changing characteristics of webpage
source code and the adaptive modification of crawler code; On the other hand, few studies
focus on the frequent revision of webpages and lack the summary of the characteristics of
the real event, namely, the change of webpage source code.

Therefore, in addition to constructing an efficient web page information extraction
model and summarizing the method for calculating the similarity of source code structures,
it is also necessary to explore and summarize the characteristics of web page source code
changes and their types on the premise of accumulating a large amount of actual project
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data, and to carry out subsequent research on the generation or recommendation mechanism
of web crawler code and its quality assessment from the perspective of improving the
generalization perception of web page source code changes in crawler systems and the
ability to generate crawler code adaptively, thus complete the process of adaptive crawler
generation.

4. Conclusion
Given the failure of crawler code caused by webpage shifting, this paper introduces

the research and development status of related technologies and thinks that the parsing and
processing process based on the understanding of source code structure can well support
the subsequent research work of self-adaptive crawler generation. A complete self-adaptive
crawler code generation system based on the understanding of source code structure can
realize the complete workflow of adaptive error perception, code generation, and activation,
thus effectively solving the real scene problem of network resource acquisition, improving
the automatic processing ability of crawler technology in dealing with webpage shifting
events, and promoting the highly automated process of webpage collection.
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